Energy balance in red cell interactions.
Experiments were performed to elucidate the balance of energies involved in the formation of red blood cell (RBC) aggregates and in their disaggregation. In order to achieve a mean stable rouleau formation, the aggregating energy provided by macromolecular binding to the cell membrane must overcome the disaggregation energy of electrostatic repulsion between RBC surfaces and the effects of mechanical shear stress. In a quiescent suspension the net aggregation energy is largely stored in the membrane as a change in strain energy. The alterations in strain energy cause the curvature of the end cells in rouleaux of normal RBCs in Dx 80 to change from concave to convex and back again to concave as [Dx 80] was increased from 1 to 4 to 6 g/dl; computation of net aggregation energy per unit area (gamma) from changes in membrane strain energy yielded values on the order of 10(3) ergs/cm2. The end cells of neuraminidase-treated RBCs remained convex with [Dx 80] above 2 g/dl, and gamma is probably on the order of 10(2) ergs/cm2. The variations in gamma with [Dx 80] and RBC surface charge are similar to variations in reflectometric aggregation index without shear ( RAI0 ), indicating that RAI0 reflects gamma. The difference in gamma between normal and neuraminidase-treated RBCs represents the electrostatic repulsive energy, the magnitude of which varied inversely with dextran molecular size and directly with [Dx]. Moderate shearing in the reflectometer enhanced RBC aggregation by promoting cell-cell encounter, but high shear stresses cause RBC disaggregation. The energy required to disaggregate a unit interacting area of normal RBCs in Dx 80 in a flow channel is on the order of 10(4) ergs/cm2, which is much lower than gamma. These results suggest that the release of the stored membrane strain energy during disaggregation aids in the separation process. The results show that the understanding of RBC aggregation requires the considerations of surface charge, properties of aggregating agents, and the rheology of the cell membrane.